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Reservations are selling fast - Don't miss out!
Click here to make a reservation or to purchase

auction tickets.

Journeying with GEM
The theme of GEM (Growing Each Month) in
the Lower Middle School is “Journeying
with GEM - V’halachta B’drachov.” The girls
are learning the meaning of going in the ways
of Hashem and emulating His middos by
“traveling” to a different country each
month. Each student was given a GEM
passport and carries a card with the middah
of the month. Throughout the month, each
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teacher shares stories with her class that
connect to that positive trait. The story is
followed by an assembly that engages the
students in an activity that drives home the
middah’s applications. At the end of each
month, the girls fill out a reflection card on
how they grew over the month. The focus of
Cheshvan was Vatranus, giving in. The walls
of the Lower Middle School were filled with
the slogan “Give in and Gain.”  The students
are eagerly looking forward to Kislev for the
focus on Gevurah.

Aleph Beis in the Fifth Grade
Our Fifth Grade classes are learning the depth and wisdom of the Aleph Beis with a
special class by Rabbi Naftoli Hexter. These powerful lessons will undoubtedly inspire
the student and give them an everlasting appreciation for the richness of the Aleph
Beis. One of the all-time favorite lessons is from the letters gimmel and daled: the
etymology of these letters reminds the students to be gomel dalim, to look for
opportunities to assist (gomel) those in need (dalim). 

Eretz Chemda
The Eretz Chemda program is underway
once again! Our Fifth and Sixth Grade
students have been learning about the
unique agricultural mitzvos that are only
applicable to those living in Eretz Yisroel.
The girls have heard from dynamic
educators from Eretz Yisroel,  who have
been teaching them over Zoom. These
lessons will surely deepen our students’
connections to artzeinu hakedosha! 

Seventh Grade
Mechaneches Program
The Seventh Grade
Mechaneches Program was



introduced with the theme
of “Seventh Heaven.” A
panel of Eighth Graders
recalled the challenges they
faced as Seventh Graders
and offered guidance to
their younger classmen on
how to successfully navigate
those challenges. Issues
included how to remain
organized, take notes
effectively, and coping with
common social dilemmas.
The girls appreciated the advice and the understanding that their challenges are
normal. Outdoor team-building activities rounded out the program and made it an
even more memorable experience. 

Physics in the Eighth Grade
Our Eighth Grade Science classes are busy learning about motion. The teachers took
advantage of the beautiful weather by bringing their classes outside, where they
measured a predetermined distance. The students then timed themselves, moving in
different ways to calculate their speed, velocity and acceleration. The girls had a great
time and learned that Science is both meaningful and exciting.

Now available! Bais Yaakov



Exhibit 2021 - magnificent,
hard cover coffee table
book! 100+ pages of full

color photos and text! Click
here to purchase.

Join our Bais Yaakov Team! Click here
for Employment Opportunities.

Click Here for the Bais Yaakov Calendar

Nov 24 & 25 - Thanksgiving Vacation (School
Closed)

27 Cheshvan/ Nov 21

In Memory of Our Daughter
Dara Elisheva A"H bas Avraham Ephraim

HaLevi
Yahrtzeit - 26 Cheshvan

Sponsored by
Her Loving Parents

28 Cheshvan/ Nov 22

In Memory of
Chava Tzivia bas HaRav Moshe A"H

Yahrtzeit

Sponsored by
Rabbi and Mrs. Yaakov and Gitti Horowitz
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Dec 4 - The. Event. Impressions Auction
Dec 10 - Mall Night
Dec 13 - Alumnae Chanukah Shiur
Dec 15, 17 - Eighth Grade Production

CLICK HERE
To sponsor a day of Davening & Learning, 

or contact Rabbi Gross at 443-548-7700 ext.
511 or ragross@baisyaakov.net 

for more information.
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